
In a recent application before Justice Kaye QC in the BVI Commercial 
Court Walkers successfully obtained a Norwich Pharmacal Order 
against the Registered Agent of a BVI Company alleged to have been 
involved in a wrongdoing.  

In an unreported Judgment, Justice Kaye QC reaffirmed the principles 
by which the Court would order Norwich Pharmacal relief. These 
principles are neatly set out in the case of JSC BTA Bank1:

“There are two threshold requirements for the jurisdiction of the 
court to come into being. First there must have been a wrong….
Second, the respondent to an application for disclosure must have 
“become mixed up” in it. That is the basis of the jurisdiction. A 
further principle to apply, have the threshold requirements have 
been satisfied, is the one of necessity.” 

The wrongdoing
The threshold test for the grant of Norwich Pharmacal relief is that the 
Applicant must disclose a good arguable case that a wrong has been 
committed2.  In the recent English Commercial Court case of Ramilos 
Trading3 the Honourable Justice Flaux held that this test is analogous 
with that of the test applied for freezing orders, namely, where the 
case is “more than barely capable of serious argument, and yet not 
necessarily one which the Judge believes to have a better than 50 per 
cent chance of success.”

The test is one which is flexible and takes into account the position of an 
Applicant who may not have the necessary information at his disposal 
to make out a case which has “much the better of the argument” (as 
is the test in applications to serve out of the jurisdiction). The Courts 
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1   JSC BTA Bank v Fidelity Corporate Services Limited and others [2011] ECSC J0221-3  per Mitchell, JA [AG] at paragraph 18: 
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recognise that an applicant seeking Norwich Pharmacal relief often 
has his view of the wrongful act partially or completely obstructed by 
the efforts of the wrongdoer.

This point above is further clarified in the English cases of BAE4  
where the Court held “it is sufficient that on the evidence a wrong 
may arguably have been carried out by the ultimate wrongdoer” 
and, accepting the Applicant’s argument, that “the exact nature 
of the wrongdoing is unclear and will remain so until an order is 
granted” and in the case of AOOT Kalmneft5  where the Court held 
that “in my experience the fuller picture is often only revealed when 
the information given to a number of people is obtained so that a 
wider picture can be constructed”. 

In addition to the more traditional wrongdoings (such as fraud) 
the BVI Court has recently expanded the scope of the Norwich 
Pharmacal jurisdiction to include (in principle) relief post-judgment 
in aid of enforcement, where there is a reasonable suspicion that a 
disclosure defendant is mixed up in the wilful evasion of another’s 
judgment debt6. Wallbank J’s decision in UVW v XYZ is a welcome 
development in the BVI as it recognises the need for an judgment 
creditor, where faced with a “pattern of conduct on the part of 
the judgment debtor which, when taken in the round, carries the 
unmistakable hallmark of efforts to make himself judgment proof 
by way of deliberate concealment of assets” to discover possible 
leads for asset tracing and/ or execution efforts7. In UVW Wallbank 
J further clarifies that the court’s power to grant Norwich Pharmacal 
orders is (in principle) available to assist in securing compliance with 
freezing orders, including such orders made by foreign courts. 

Mixed up in the wrongdoing
It is a principle of the common law that the Court will not permit a 
litigant to rope into its proceedings an innocent bystander or witness8. 
However, as Lord Reid ruled in the case of Norwich Pharmacal “if 
through no fault of his own a person gets mixed up in the tortious 
acts of others so as to facilitate their wrong-doing he may incur no 
personal liability but he comes under a duty to assist the person who 
has been wronged by giving him full information and disclosing the 
identity of the wrongdoers”9 

In BVI proceedings, the Respondent to a Norwich Pharmacal 
application is often the Registered Agent of a BVI company - this 
is because the registered agent is likely to hold documents which 

will be of assistance to the Applicant in uncovering those individuals 
behind the scenes of the wrongdoing or those responsible for efforts 
to evade enforcement. Such documents held by the registered agent 
may include the Register of Members, the Register of directors, 
and certain “know your client” documents which often disclose the 
ultimate beneficial owner of that BVI Company. These can often 
be the missing piece of the puzzle which, when obtained, lead to 
successful outcomes for the Applicant.

In the case of BTA Bank the BVI Court of Appeal dealt with the 
question of whether a BVI Registered Agent can be considered an 
“innocent bystander”. The Court held that the [Registered Agents] 
“by virtue of their role in providing registered agent services to 
the companies, a role which is voluntary, cannot on any view be 
considered as mere onlookers. The companies that they formed and 
maintained facilitated, although innocently, the commission of the 
fraud as such were involved in the fraud perpetuated against the 
bank. This renders the [Registered Agents] under a duty to disclose 
information through Norwich Pharmacal type proceedings which 
may assist the bank as the injured party in discovering the true 
wrongdoers10.”

The principle of necessity
Although the Norwich Pharmacal jurisdiction in the BVI is expanding, 
it remains an exceptional remedy. Wallbank J in UVW made it clear, 
however, that Norwich Pharmacal relief is not a remedy of last resort 
and that it “may be granted where an applicant has no straightforward 
or available means of finding out the information and when the other 
conditions for obtaining the relief are met. It has been said that another 
way of describing the requirement of necessity is whether it would 
be just and convenient for the relief to be ordered in the interests of 
justice.11“ Similarly, Flaux J in Ramilos Trading stated “the disclosure 
sought must be necessary in order to enable the applicant to bring 
legal proceedings or seek other legitimate redress for the wrongdoing 
and in considering the question of necessity, the cases emphasize the 
need for flexibility and discretion12“. 

In determining whether an application for Norwich Pharmacal relief 
meets the necessity threshold, the Court will consider the individual 
circumstances of the case and carry out a balancing exercise taking into 
consideration such factors as the likely consequence if the order were 
refused; whether there are any other alternative remedies available; 
the potential advantage to the applicant versus the potential harm to 
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the respondent; the nature of the compliance with the order; the size 
and resources of the applicant and any public interest in having the 
applicant’s needs satisfied. 

Conclusion
The BVI court recognises the need for flexibility when dealing with a 
Norwich Pharmacal application, and recognises the need to be realistic 
as to the difficulties faced by those applicants who may have been 
the victims of fraud or those faced with evasion by judgment debtors. 

Conversely, the Court also recognises that a BVI Registered Agent 
has a duty of confidentiality towards its client, and that public policy 
in the BVI requires that such confidentiality should be maintained in 
all but the most exceptional circumstances. Any determination of a 
Norwich Pharmacal application therefore requires a balancing of these 
competing concerns and any application to the court will need to fully 
set out the individual circumstances of the case and make a compelling 
argument in order for the Court to exercise its discretion to order this 
exceptional form of relief.
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